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Would you rather be a tadpole or a caterpillar? Explain
your reasons!
Made with charisma
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Jael Gutierrez
I would be a tadpole  because l am going swim  and  I wish I could 
jump   higher and I wish I could feel to have a long tongue .

Johnny
I would rather be a tadpole because i get to travel around the lake
and make some friends in the lake.when i grow legs i get to swim
faster in the water. when i start getting bigger i can eat butter�ies.

Itzamary
I would rather be a caterpillar because you can turn into a
beautiful butter�y and discover new places. Also because my
wings are going to have different colors.

Itzamary, your butter�ies look great!
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Kaiden
I rather be a tadpole because I can discover the new things in the
water . I can swim  in lakes and jump around to new places. 

Kaiden, I love your reasons for why you choose to be a taddpole!

Cailyn
  I would rather be a tadpole beceause when I grow  I can go on
both land and water.

Haha, Cailyn, that's a good reason!! You could be an Aqua woman!

Kendell
I would want to be a tadpole because when im a tadpole i could
swim fast and when i grow up to be a frog i can eat insects and
hop around.

Don't forget to type your name �rst! good job Kendell! I love your
picture!

Mira
I would rather be a caterpillar because I can be a butter�y or a
moth from a cocoon and I can walk on leaves.

Mira, I like your reasoning!

Gael
I would rather be a tadpole because i can swim  to ocean and to
the lakes and meet.

Gael, I bet you will meet a lot of interesting animals!
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Eva
I would like to be a caterpillar because i can  turn into a butter�y
and �y to different places around the world.

Eva, I like to have a pair of butter�y wings too!

Katherine
I would be a  Caterpillar because I want to turn into a butter�y.  
                     
  Katherine, You would be a beautiful butter�y!

Victor
I would rather be a tadpole because I can discover new species in
the  tiny pond I live in.
Good answer Victor!

Andrea
I would rather be a Caterpillar because i would turn like a butter�y

Andrea, you would be a pretty butter�y!

Jessica
I would rather be a caterpillar because  I would turn into a
butter�y. I would also get to �y to different country when I
migrate.

Jessica, love the way you use the word "migrate" ! good vocabulary!
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Eliana
I would be a tadpole because I can explore the waters. I could go
deeper than any person can go. plus tadpoles travel together and
caterpillars do not all the time. That's why I would rather be a
tadpole then a caterpillar.

Good analogy Eliana, I enjoy being with a group, too!
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